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EU countries agree to restrict arms sales to Turkey
Turkish ambassador to United Nations condemns measures as a “joke”

Roundtable with all EU foreign ministers yesterday at the meeting (photo: European Union)
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Denmark has been vocal about the need for EU countries to adopt common restrictions.

After a meeting of the EU foreign ministers in Luxembourg on Monday, restrictions on the sales of weapons to
Turkey for military operations in Syria were announced.

Condemning Turkey’s invasion
The EU countries have also agreed to condemn Turkey’s military offensive in northeastern Syria, which has
caused around 100,000 people to flee (http://cphpost.dk/news/danish-ngo-withdraws-from-syria-following-
turkish-offensive.html) the area and put at risk the fight against IS fighters in Syria.

“In effect, this will mean that EU arms exports to Turkey, which can be used for military operations in Syria, will
be shut down going forwards,” said the foreign minister, Jeppe Kofod.
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Many EU politicians have condemned Turkey’s actions, and Kofod is satisfied with the content of the
agreement.

“We can do much more when the EU stands together and speaks with the same voice. A common EU
conclusion on stopping arms export is a step in the right direction,” he added.

Following the Danish example
Denmark has been following a restrictive approach to arms exports to Turkey since last year, and last week
Danish politicians were quick to condemn Turkey’s offensive in Syria.

“The Danish government has been pushing for a common EU decision
(https://via.ritzau.dk/pressemeddelelse/dansk-pres-forer-til-restriktiv-linje-for-eu-landenes-salg-af-vaben-til-
tyrkiet?publisherId=2012662&releaseId=13581285)on arms sales in Turkey,” said Kofod.

Turkey thinks it’s a “joke”
As expected, the Turkish government has condemned the measures taken by the EU and its foreign ministry
has said it will review its collaboration with the EU as a result of this “unlawful and biased attitude.”

Sadik Arslan, the Turkish ambassador to the UN, has called the restrictions a “joke
(https://af.reuters.com/article/worldNews/idAFKBN1WT0MA)”, adding that the country has “a big enough
capacity to substitute them with much better alternatives”.
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